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Paraclete Aviation Life Support Expands into HEMS Industry with Multiple Helmet Orders
[Clarkesville, TN] June 30, 2021 --- Paraclete Aviation Life Support announces its further expansion into the Helicopter Emergency Management [HEM] industry as
its customer base continues to request rotor- and fixed-wing helmets from the growing civilian aviation manufacturer. Since the company’s inception in 2014,
Paraclete Aviation Life Support has strategically focused on building a foundation of air-medical corporate clients, which has grown to 18 representing 49 states.

As a member of the Association of Air Medical Services [AAMS], Paraclete’s core tenets of comfort, safety and innovation, directly aligns with the AAMS
mission. The two highest priorities of a HEMS/EMS crew are patient care and safety of the transport environment. As a rotor pilot, Hedges knows the focus of the
HEMS crew needs to be on the patient, without distraction, while maintaining a safe environment. Hedges’s focus is on keeping the crew safe with respect to
helmets that are also comfortable and innovative.

“Helmets need to be comfortable, but not at the expense of safety,” said Hedges. “Safety isn’t a comfort feature on a helmet; safety is a culture. The helmet is
part of the crews’ uniform which has to function properly to the point of comfort. When you’re in that realm, it’s going to be safe. Maintaining safety during the
COVID-19 pandemic escalated to a new level, thus increasing the demands on the HEMS industry professionals. Paraclete Aviation Life Support would like to thank
all of the HEMS crews for their tireless dedication to ensuring the safety, health and protection of the many patients in their charge. Paraclete is equally committed
to the safety and protection through our continuous innovations through the evidence-based research science and technology.

Why Paraclete? Paraclete clients share their reasons.
Emily LaPlant, RRT-Flight Respiratory Therapist, Neonatal/Pediatric Transport Team, SSM Health Cardinal Glennon Children’s Hospital who said, “I
really like the new helmets. I used to always get headaches and my neck would hurt with my old helmet. I recently went on a very long flight while wearing my
new Paraclete helmet and when I was finished, my head didn’t hurt and neither did my neck. You can also hear your partner and the pilot a lot better!”
PHOTO CAPTION: Wearing a Paraclete Aviation Life Support helmet, Emily LaPlant, RRT-Flight Respiratory Therapist, SSM Health Cardinal Glennon Children’s Hospital Photo
courtesy of SSM Health Cardinal Glennon Children’s Hospital

Joshua Chan, Flight Paramedic, Life Link III, said, “The Paraclete helmet has been a great resource in my role as a flight paramedic.
The design, functionality, and durability allow me to perform live-saving care while ensuring the highest level of safety in-flight. I would

highly recommend this product to other HEMS programs.”

“The decision of which rotor helmet to wear is based on the choice of manufacturer, and followed by personal preferences and professional priorities --- such as
comfort, innovation and safety, the three pillars that drive Paraclete’s product designs, culminating in the company’s Aegis and Aspida helmets,” said Paraclete
President and Founder, U.S. Army CW5 Ret. J. Scott Hedges. “Our entire mission is designing aviation helmets based on those three pillars for the purpose of
protection and comfort. As an example, every helmet, fixed- and rotor, is built with a Boa Closure System incorporating stainless steel lace and dial reel to
incrementally tighten or loosen the retention assembly. We know the Paraclete helmet represents a more comfortable flight ideally aligned with the HEMS
pilots and crew members,” said Hedges. “ We also know that ‘comfort’ can be subjective, but we’ve also advanced our designs with innovative technology, like the
Kairos, which is experiential the first time a pilot dons one of our helmets.”

PARACLETE AVIATION LIFE SUPPORT
Launched in 2014, Paraclete Aviation Life Support conducts extensive research and testing to design Type 1 and 2 DOI-certified helmets with innovative
technology and modern composites that deliver protection and comfort.  Paraclete has secured certifications for four of its five [sizes] of the Aegis™ [ee-jis,
‘protection’] D Type 1, all five sizes of the Aspida™ [a-speed, ‘shield’] Type 1, and all five sizes of the Aspida Carbon helmet set forth by the U.S. Department of
Interior [DOI] + the United States Forest Services [USFS] civilian helmet aviation standard. Headquartered in Clarksville, TN, Paraclete provides worldwide service
to clients in 27 different countries, including Europe, South America and Asia. Paraclete is an ISO 9001:2015 certified manufacturer providing design, development,
and manufacturer, and offers Aviation Life Support Equipment [ALSE] education and training. As a committed member of Helicopter Association International [HAI],
Association of Air Medical Services [AAMS], Airborne Public Safety Association [APSA], and National Business Aviation Association [NBAA], Paraclete continually
provides associations with data and critical research in the spirit of a safer rotor industry for all. Paraclete’s product development is directed by research and
innovation solutions as the only independent Cooperative Research and Development Agreement [CRADA] with the USAARL. For detailed information supported by
data, President and Founder Scott Hedges provides an analysis of the DOI/USFS Helmet Standards and the Mil-Spec Helmet Standards in an article at
https://paracletelifesupport.com/2020/04/24/doi-usfs-helmet-standard-vs-mil-spec-helmet-standards. For more information about Paraclete products and
training, contact ParacleteLifeSupport.com, 931.274.7947, Sales@ParacleteLifeSupport.com.
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